Summary. Kernel estimates of an unknown multivariate density are investigated, with mild restrictions being placed on the kernel. A window selection rule is considered, which can be interpreted in terms of cross-validation. Under the mild assumption that the unknown density and its one-dimensional marginals are bounded, the rule is shown to be asymptotically optimal. This strengthens recent results of Peter Hall.
1. Introduction. Let Xi, X2,... be independent fRd_valued random variables having common unknown density p and consider the random sample X1,... xnof size n . In this paper we will study the asymptotic behavior as the sample size tends to infinity of a certain window selection rule for kernel estimates of the unknown density based on the random sample.
The kernel estimates are of the form Pnh(X) =n El Kh(x-Xi) where Kh(x) = vh K(x/h). Here the "window" h = (h1,...,hd) belongs to lRd , the collection of d-tuples of positive numbers; vh *hd is the corresponding volume; x/h = (x1/h1,...,xd/hd) for x = (x1.. . xd) E lRd; and K is a function on IRdhaving integral one and satisfying some mild restrictions, which will be described in n2 i~j 1 3 of 1pnhP ; to the corresponding estimate Mnh = 2 -2 ZE K (X.-X) 7 E E K 2)(X-xJ) -n E Kh(Xi-Xj) of Lnh -p2 ; and to the window selection rule, "choose the window h to minimize the criterion Mnh " This and other asymptotically equivalent criteria have been proposed and studied by Rudemo (1982) , Bowman 31984), and Hall (1983a and Hall ( , 1983b (1982) . Burman (1984) has concurrently used the arguments of Shibata (1980, 1981) to obtain a more general asymptotic optimality result for density estimation (with "in probability" instead of "with probability one" in the definition of asymptotic optimality = fK(2)(x-y)(P (dx)-P(dx))(P (dy)-P(dy)) = *I'fK(2)(x-y)(Pn(dx)-P(dx))(Pn(dy)-P(dy)) nl/(r+l) vh < 1 n2 < vh < nl/(r+l) and 0 < vh < n 2
